Fatigue Behavior of Weathered Steel Components
J.M. BARSOM
divided into an initlation life and a propagation
life.
The existence of stress raisers (such as
changes in geonetry, notches, or welding inperfections) mininize or may elininate the initiation
Iife. Stress raisers can be classified as geonetry
related (such as changes in cross section) or inperfections (such as gouges and weld inperfections).
Fatigue cracks always inítiate at the geornetrical or
inperfection stress ralser that eauses the highest
localizeal stress intensifícation. Thus, under identícal test conditions, a nachined and polished specimen would have a longer fatígue life than the sane
specimen that has mill surfaces that, in turnr would
have a longer fatígue Iife than the same specinen
that contains a severe gouge.
Once a crack is initiated the remaining life is
governed by the stress range and the crack size,
such that the fatigue life decreases as the magnitude of each of these parameters increases.
It can be concluded from the preceding discussion
that, arnong other things, stress raisers decrease
the fatigue life of structural conponents, and that
the shortest life of otherwise identical details is
obtained for the component that contains the most
severe stress raiser.

ABSTRÀCT

The effect of weathering on the fatigue
behavior of fabricated neathering-stee1
components used for bare applications in
bridges and other structures is iliscussed.
The fatigue behavior of ereathered weaÈhering-steel and unsreathered steel structural
details is conpared, and the applieabllity
of ÀÀSHTO fatigue-design curves to predict
their behavior is discussed. The data and
cliscussíon reveal that surface roughness of
steels caused by weathering corresponds to
locallzed stress (strain) raisers on the
surface that nay decrease the fatÍgue life
of weathered weathering-steel components.
Conseguently, the effect of weathering on
faÈigue life is more pronounced for category
À details.
However, because the surface
imperfections that correspond to the various
ÀASHTO fatígue-design curves are more severe
than those generated by weathering, the
current ÀÀSHTO fatigue-design curves should
be equally applicable to preclict the fatigue
behavior of weather and unweathered bridgesteel conponents.

FATIGI'E BEHÀVIOR OF T'NIIEATIIERED STRUCTUR,AL-STEEÍ,

Unprotected structural steels are oxidized by aqueous environments. This corrosion process occurs on

the exposed surfaces and transforms the steel surface into corrosion products. Because of locatized
variations in the eLectroche¡nical reactions during
the corrosion process and in the transport of the
environrnent through the corrosion products, the
oxidation process proceeds at slightly different
rates in neighboring regíons. This tocalized variation results in roughening of initially snooth surfaces that are exposed to the environment. Surface
roughness corresponds to localized stress (strain)
raisers on the surface that may decrease the fatigue
life of weathere¿l components.
Weathering steels (such as AST!,i 4588) subjected
to full-irùnersion conditions in vrater corrode at the
sa¡r¡e rate as carbon steels. However, unlike carbon
steels¡ weathering steels subjectecl to wet and dry
weathering cycles form a highly adheríng oxíde layer
thatr with tine, significantLy retards further oxidation. During the tíne necessary to develop a
protective oxide Iayer, the underlying surface of
the steel is roughened by the wet and dry weathering
Process.

The effect of weathering on the fatigue behavior
of fabricated weathering-steel components use¿l for
bare applicatiohs in bridges anil other structures is
discussed. The fatígue behavior of unereathered
fabricated-steel details and the prÍnciples used in
the development of the AASHTO fatigue-design curves
are described. Then the effects of weathering, if
âDyr on the fatigue behavior of fabricatêd-steet
details are presented, and the applicabitity of the
AASHTO fatigue-design curves to predict the behavior
of weathered fabricated-steel conponents is discussed.
GENERAIJ FATIGUE BEHAVIOR

OF STRUCTURÀL

COMPONENTS

The fatigue life of any structural conponent can

be

COMPONENTS

To evaluate the significance of weathering on the
fatigue behavior of structural-steel conponents, the
fatígue behavior of unweathere¿l details and sorne of
the prínciples used ín the developrnent of the ÀÀSHTO
fatigue-design curves need to be understood. The
behavior of unweathered details can then be used as
reference to establish the significance, if any, of
weathering on the fatigue behavior of structuralsteel cornponents.
AASHTO

Fatigue-Desígn Curves

The current AASHTO fatigue-¿lesígn specifications are
based on experinental curves that relate the fatigue

life to faíIure (nurnber of cv:Ies), N, of unwelded
(tensÍon plus conpression) applied noninal stress range,
(1). À
Iarge number of tests for a given detaíI ^o
$rere conclucte¿l and compared wíth other available data to
generate statístically significant stress-range versus fatigue-Iife relationships. The design curves
represent the 95 percent confidence limit for 95
percent survival of all avaitable data for a given
detail.
The extensive fatigue data that have been obtaíned by testing bridge details have been use¿l to
establish allowabLe stress ranges for various categories of details (Figure l). Each category represents structural details that have approxirnately
equivalent fatigue strengths. For example, all
welded attachments that have a length (L) in the
direction of stress equal to or less than 2 in. are
considered to have equivalent fatigue strength. In
reality, under identical fabricatíon and geonetrical
conditions, a 2-in.-long attachrnent resuLts in ¿t
higher stress concentration than a shorter attachment and, therefore, would have a shorter fatigue
1ife. Because the curve for each category corresponds to the 95 percent confidence Iimit for 95
and welded details to the total
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greater than 1r000 microinches (¡rin.) R. (arithnetíc
average roughness), as defined by the American National standards rnstitute (ANSr) (2, p. 4).
The avail-able data (_3-!) inclicated that 'rolled
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provide the least severe flaw condition for
structural elements and can yield extremely long
lives at high stress-range levels; however' a large
discontinuity in the surface or at the flange tip
can reduce the fatigue life of the beam substantially" tl, p. 11). Thus a few rolled beans that
contained large discontinuities' which are not permitted by the current specifications, yielaled fatigue lives equivalent to the mean life for weldeil
beams
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AASHTO design stress range curves for categories A-8.

percent survival of all the details in a given cate-

goryt the fatigue-tlesígn curves correspond to ap-

proximately the shortest lives obtained for dêtails
in each category and are, therefÕre' governed by the
details in that category thât have the rnost severe
geometrical or i'¡eL¿l-stress concentration.

The existence óf gouges and weld-inperfection
stress raisers in a struçtural detail of a given
geonetry decrease the fatigue life of the ¿letail.
(scatter) in
Conseguently, significant variability
fatigue-life data can be obtained by testing nany
details of identical geometry, but which contain
different size inperfections. This variability in
the data is apparent in the data base used to establish the AASHTO fatigue categories. For exanple,
the longest life obtained for a category C detail
(stiffener) that was teste¿l at a stress range (ôr)
of about 25 ksi s¡as about 4 tirnes longer than the
The
sane detail that exhibited the shortest life.
difference in fatigue life for these two specimens
was caused primarily by the difference in the size
of the initial irnperfections that existed in the
specirnens. The one Èhat had the shortest life contaíned the rnost severe stress raiser. Becâuse the
shortest life is obtained for the specirnen that
contained the nost severe imperfection, the AASHIP
fatigue curve for each category is governed by the
specimens that containe¿l the most severe imperfection. Thus the AÀSHTO fatigue curves represent the
95 percent confidence li¡nit for 95 percent survival
of all the details in a given category and are governed prímarily by the details in a given category
that have the most severe geonètrical discontinuitiesr inperfectionsr or both.
ImÞerfections ín Structural

Cornponents

AÀSHTO fatigue categories êncompass base rnetal
(category A) as well as wel¿lnents (categories B-F).
Consequently, the inperfections that ärè the origin
of fatigue cracks can be divided into three categories: (a) inperfections in base netal, (b) imperfections e¡nbedded in weld metal, and (c) irnperfections
ât a vreld termination or h'eLd toe. The following is

The

a brief characterization of the imperfections that
are of primary significance Èo èach of the AÃsIITo
c ategor ies.

Category

A

AASHTO fatigue-design curve for category A determines the allowable stress ranges for base metal
with as-rolled or cleaned mill surfaces and flamecut edges that have a surface roughness value no

The

Exa¡nination of welded-beam test results obtained
at Lehigh University (3r4) indicated that, in general, the nost severe irnperfections reeided in the
fiIlet welds rather than at the flane-cut edges.
The fatigue performance of good-quality Iarithmetic
average roughness (Ra) of 1,000 uin. or Lessl
fla¡ne-cut edges was closer to that for rolled beams
than for welded beatns. consequentlyr fläme-cut
edges that hâvê an ANSI roughness of 11000 ¡.rin. Ru or
less are included in category A.
The notches introduced by good-quality flane cutting (Ra of Ì'000 ¡rin. or less) that caused failure
were nore severè and sharper than the notches introduced ín rolled beâms ând plate surfaces by the rolling operation (4, p. 10). Because the shortest lives
were obtained for the specinens that contained the
nost severe imperfections, the AASHTO fatigue-design
curve for category A íncluded those specinens that
contained the nost severe inperfections generated by
good-quality fla¡ne cutting (Ra roughness 1I,000
uin.

).

Category

B

The wel¿led details that are enconpassed in AASHTO
category B are primarily fíI1et welds, groovè welds
with welds ground flushr and groove welcls in transition joints that have generous slopes (no steeper

than I to 2.5) and radii (>24 in.). These ground
slopes and radii were selicted to mininíze the
effects of the geonetrical stress concentrations and
thus force the fatigue cracks to initiate from
subsurface weld irnperfections.

Fatigue cråcks in category B weldrnents originated
at porosity, lack of fusion, ereld repair, tack neld,
stop-start position in the longltudinal flange-toweb fillet weld, or trapped slag (9). The najority
of cracks initiated and propagated as subsurface
cracks until they intersected the fillet-welil surface. The few cracks that started from the flange
tip contained notches that were "visually apparent
and more severe than the règu1ar flange roughness
caused by the flane-cutting procedure" (3, p. 22).
Bearns that faileil by this node yieldeil shorter lives
than those that failed frorn weld imperfections.
Despite the severe ¿lanage to the flange edgesr the
short lives for these beans exceedêd the desiqn life
prÕvialê¿l by the category B fatigue-design curve.
Because AASHTO specifícations require the removal
of severe gouges an¿l notches from flanges' the rnost
1ikely inperfection that would cause faÈigue failure
of plain r¡elded beams is an internal weld imperfection.
Categories c-E

The rnajority of fatigue cracks in brídge gir<lers
initiate at a v¡eld toe or at a weld termination near

a stiffener, or other ãttach¡nents such as a gusset
plate or end of a cover plate. These are regions of
high stress concentratlon and high residual stresses
that may contain snal1 weld imperfectíons such as
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slag intrusion (:r10). Moreover, b"àuu". the surface
of the deposited welal netal is invariably rippted,
the toe angle between the ldeld netal and the base
metal can vary significantly at neighboring points
along the weld toe, thereby resulting in variations
in the stress concentration. For a cover plate with
longitudinal fillet weIds, Èhe fatigue crack initíates at the termÍnation of the weld. For a cover
plate with transverse fillet welds, ¡nultíple fatigue
cracks initiate at the toe of the we1cl.
Because fatigue cracks in categories C-E initiate
fro¡n similar weld imperfections at weld toes and
weld terminations, the decrease Ín fatigue life from
category C Èo category E is related primarily to an
increase in the severity of the geometrical stress
raiser at the toe or termination of the wetd. This
severity is dependent on geornetrical factors as well
as on the quality of fabricat.ion.

for up Èo 11 years was measured ín accordance with
ANSI procedures by using a standard roughness sam-

pling length (cutoff) .value of 0.03 in. The specímens }¡eathered for 11 years had as-received ni11
surfaces and were expose¿l in a moderate marine environnent. Specimens that were weaÈhered for 6 years
had either as-receivêd mill-scaled surfaces or
blast-cleaned surfaces an¿l were vreathered in a semiíndustrial environnent. À11 specimens erere cleâned
as recommended by ANSI/ASTI'{ Gl-72 in a I to 2 percent solution of sodliun hydriile in ¡nolten sodium
hydroxide at 700oF.
Figure 2 shows the Ra values as a function of
exposure tine.
The data indicate that the Ra
values for aII specinens an¿l test conclitions reach a
constant ¡naxinum value of about 600 yin. between 2
and 3 years. Moreover, the peaks-per-inch count (of
peaks greater than 50 pin., peak to valley) as a
function of tíne, whÍch is another surface roughness
parameter, for aII specimens and test conditions
(Figure 2) also indicates that the surface roughness
asperity density reaches a constant ninimun value of
about 100 peaks per inch between 2 and 3 years.
Because Ra, and therefore the ¿lepth of the
surface pits, reachès a constant ¡naximun value, and
the peaks per inch reach a constant ¡nininu¡n va1ue,
the surface roughness induced by weathering corresponds to gentle craters rather than to sharp

EFFECT OF I{EATHERING ON THE FATIGUE PERFORMÀNCE OF
WEATHERING-STEEL STRUCTURÀL DETAILS

Surface roughening of steel-s that is caused by
weathering corresponds to localized stress (strain)

raisers on the surface that may decrease the fatigue
Iife of vreathered conponents. The change in fatigue
life of a cotnponent cause¿l by weathering depends
primarily on the magnitude of the most severe stress
raiser induced .by weatheríng as conpared with the
nagnitude of the most severe stress raiser residing
in the component before weathering. Thus the decrease in fatigue life caused by weathering should
be nost pronouncecl for machined and potished components and negligible, if not beneficial, for conponents that contain severe surface notches or irnperfections from other sources. Thus the magnítude of
the effect of weathering on the mean fatigue life is
strongly dependent on the intitial condítion of the
ungreather€d cgmponents, such that the nean fatiguelífe curves for conponents with the smaltest surface
and subsurface irnperfections exhibit the lârgest
effects. consequently, the effects of weathering on
the AASHTO fatigue-design curves rather than on the
mean fatigue-Iife curves should be ínvestigated.
Also, the correspondence bêtr,reen the most severe
stress raiser encompassed by each AASHTO fatigue
category and those induced by weatheríng need to be

notches.

Effect of Weathering on

AASHTo

Fatigue Categories

The AASHTO fatigue-design curves represent the 95
percent confidence limit for 95 percent survival of
all the details in a given category and, therefore,
correspond to the fatigue behavior of the components

that have the nost severe geonetry, inperfectíons,
or both in that category. Therefore, mÕst of the
details in a given category should have longer fatigue lives than predicted from the design curve for
that category. ¡'or exanple, a butt-welded cornponent
with the weld ground flush (category B) can be fabricated with mini¡num or no irnperfections such that
its fatigue life for a given stress range is as goo¿l
as the life for the as-receiveil plate or rolled bean
(category A). The fatigue cracks for such a category
B detail would nore likely initiate fron surface
rather than from subsurface irnperfections. weathering, which is a surface phenomenon, would be expected to decrease the fatígue life of such a detäil
nore than for a si¡nilar category B detail that contains a severe subsurface imperfection. Conseguently, the effect of weathering on the fatigue

considered.

Surface Roughness Caused by lveåthering

The arithrnetic average surface roughness (Ra) for

weathering-steeI samples that have been weathered
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life of steel components must be considered in reference wíth its effect on the AASHTO fatigue curves
rather than on the curves that correspond to the
nean fatigue lives. The AASHTo fatÍgue curves represent the fatigue behavior of components that contain
the rnost severe ínperfections allowed for a given
category, rather than the behavior of components
that contain the least severe imperfections and
therefore would exhibit superior fatigue behavior.
Category

A

Fatigue tests conducted on unweathered category À
type specinens indicated that the failure-causing
notches introduced by good-qualíty flame cutting
(Ra < I,000 pin.) were rnore severe and. sharper than
the nolches introduced in rolled-beam an¿l plate
surfaces by the rolling operation (4, p. I0). Consequently, the AASHTO category A fatígue curve corresponds to the fatigue behavior of conponents that
contain notches that have a severity equivalent to
at least the severity of a fla¡ne-cut edge nith an
Râ of 1,000 uin. Figure 2 sho¡+s that the ANSI
roughness of hreathered surfaces reaches a ¡naxinum of
600 pin., which is lower than the 1r000 uin. aIlowed for fla¡ne-cut edges. Therefore, the fatigue
life of \reathere¿l weathering-stee1 surfaces should
be longer than the life of flame-cut edges wiÈh
1r000 ¡¡in. roughness and, at a gíven stress range,
longer than predicted by the ÀASHTO category A fatigue-design curve. This observation is supported
by experinental data obtained at U.S. Steel Research
for specimens with as-received míIl-scaled surfaces
and \rith blast-cleaned surfaces (Fígure 3). (Note
that these data are fron an unpublished report by
G.T. Blake, nFatigue Tests of 4588 Stee1 at Different Exposure Tines During Six-Year weatheringr" JuIy
1982.

)

Because weathering ís a surface phenomenon that
induces surface stiess raisers, and because fatigue

cracks for category A initiate at surface imperfections rather than fro¡n weld inperfections or fro¡n
geotnetrical stress raisers as for categories B-8,
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the effect of weathering on the fatigue life of
weathering-steeI conponents should be nost pronounced for category A type conponents than for any
other conponent.
The fatigue behavior of weathered steel specimens
was investigåted by several Japanese organizations
ín a round-robin program reported by Kunihíro et al.
(11). The investigation include¿l (a) carbon steels
and weathering steels' (b) tvro strength 1êve1s for
each type of steel, (c) base metal specimens and
butt-weld specimens that were ground flush, (d)
three exposure sites that had different atnospheric
severíty,-and (e) three exposure-time duratíons: 0,
2, and 4 years.
The following discussion presänts an analysís of
all the Japanese data for base metal speci¡nens of
the t\ro grades of weathering steels that erere exposed at three sites for 0¡ 2, and 4 years. These
combined data have been reported by Albrecht (12)
(Figures 4 and 5). These clata indicate that, for
stress ranges larger than about 35 ksi, sone of t.he
fatigue lives for weathered and, to a lesser extent,
unweathered specimens were smaÌIer than would be
predicted by the AASHTo category A fatigue-design
curve.
The data reported by Kunihiro et al. (f,L) were
presented in a tabular form wíth comments that usu-

ally defined the location for the fatigue-crack
initiation site. These comnents indicate that the
failure of many specímens was caused by cracks that
initiated and propagated to failure outsiile the test
section for the hourglass-shaped specimens (for
example, fillet ancl radius regions of the transitÌon
from the test section to the shoulder, and in the
shoulder and grip regions of the specimen). The
fatigue life for these specímens \das influenced by
specinen preparation, specimen desígn, and test
procedure, and it should not be used to characterize
the behavior of unweathered or weathered specimens.
Elirninating these test results fron the total population presented in Figures 4 ând 5 significantly
decreases the nunber of data points that fall beloet
the category A fatigue-design curve (Figures 6-8).
Nevertheless, a few test results for both unweathered an¿l weathered specimens still hadl fatigue lives
that were logrer than predicted by Èhe clesign curve.
The data presented in Figures 6-8 represent the
total population of test results for specimens whose
failure was confined to the test (necked-down) section and for some specinens shose fracture origin
was not identified and could have failed outsidê the
test section. The data in Figures 7 ând 8 also
represent test results obtained from the three exposure sitês that had significantly dífferent atmospheric severity. one of the three sites, the
simonoseki site, was a narine environnent and'was
close to a tunnel where the exhaust frorn the vehicles [Iocâlized acid water] could have affected the
resultsn (11). Unfortunatelyr the reported data
were not identified by exposure site andr therefore,
the effect of atmospheric severity on the fatigue
1ífe of the specimens, especially those exposed at
the Si¡nonoseki siter cannoÈ be delineated.
Some of the unweathered-specimen test data felI
below the AASHTO category A fatigue-¿lesign curve.
Further analysis of the data presented by Kunihiro
et al. (11) índicated that the yield strength for
the S¡4À 50 grade steel varied between 47 and 64 ksi,
and for the S!,1À 58 grade steel it varied between 67
and 74 ksi (the SM.A 50 and 58 represent minimun
tensile strengths in kg/mm2). The ninimu¡n stress
for the fatigue tests nas about 3 ksi. Consequently,
the ¡naximum stress for specimens subjected to stress
ranges that exceeded 44 ksi woulcl be higher thad the
yield strength of sone specinens. The fatígue life
for specirnens subjected to such test conditions, as
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expected, is less than that predicted by the category A fatigue-desÍgn curve. In other words, the
AASHTO design curve should not be used to characterize the behavior of these specimens. Unfortunately,
although the yield strength for the steels that were
obtained from different sources was reported, the
source or yield strength for the ínclividual fatigue
specinens was not given.
Examination of the data presented in Figures 6-8
indicates that I0 of the L3 test results that exhibited fatigue l-ives shorter than those predícted for

the AASHTO category A fatigue-¿lesÍgn curve vrere of
the lower-strength grade steel (yield strength > 47
ksÍ). Nine of these 10 test results (tr¡o in Filure
6, four in Figure 7, and three ín Figure 8) were at
stress ranges (Ào) equal to or higher than 47 ksi,
wíth one (Figure 8) at a Âo of about 55 ksi. The corresponding maxi¡num stress f.or these specinens was
equal to or higher than 50 ksi, with one subjected
to a maxímu¡n stress of 58 ksi. The rernaining specinen (I of the 10 ín Figure 8) was subjecte¿l to a
stress range of 43.5 ksi and a maxi¡nun stress of
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46.5 ksi, which is close to the ¡ninimum yield
strength reported for the s¡lA 50 grade steel. The
fatigue life for this specinen ldas 2.65 x 105
cycles, which is within I percent of the 2.85 x 105
cycles expected from the category A fatigue-design
curve.

Ba6ed on the preceding observatíons and because
the AÀSHTO fatlgue-design curves represent the 95
percent confidence 1i¡nit for 95 percent survival of
all the details in a given category, the behavior
for the data reported by Kunihiro et aI. (1¡) appears to be consistent with the data base used in
the development of the AASHTO fatigue-design curves.
Category

B

Fatígue cracks in components that contain calegory B
type detaíls occur primarily at subsurface imperfections such as gas pockets. These imperfections are
more severe than the surface or fla¡ne-cut edge in-

perfectíons allowable for category A tlPe iletails.
Because weathering is a surface phenomenon, it cannot alter the severity of subsurface imperfectlons.
Consequently, the category B fatigue-design curve
corresponds to a lower boun¿l for weathered and unThese observations
weathered category B details.
are supported by all available data (ll'12) for
weathered v¡eathering steels (Figures 9 and 10) r
where all the test results for weathere¿l and unweathered butt-welded ground-flush specinens exhibited longer fatigue tives than those predicted by
the category B fatigue-design curve.
Categories C, Dr and E
Fatigue cracks in specinens that correspond to categories C, D, and E initiate from sinilar weld imperfections that are egual to or smaller than 0.016 in.
and that are located at weld toes and weldl termina-

tions.

The decrease in fatigue perfornance from
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category C to D to E is relatecl primarily to an
increase in the geonetrical stress concentration in

the regions of the weld irnperfections. Because
metal rernovaL due to neathering is negligible when
weathering steel is used properlyr ãn¿l because
weathering does not preferentially attack the weld
¡netal or heat-affected zone over the base netal
(Å3), it cannot increase the geotnetrical stress
concentration inherent in the geornetries for categories c, D, and E. Furthernore, because the size
(0.016 in.) of the weld imperfections for these
categorles is small, the renoval of a surface layer
of ¡netal by weathering rnay elininate or at lêasÈ

dècrease the size of the surface irnperfectÍons, thus
resulting in a possible inprovernent in the fatigue

lives for category C, D, and E details that initially contained severê imperfections. fmproved
fatigue life for fabricated conponents as a result
of çeathering has been docunented by Yama¿la (14).
Figures 11-15 present fatigue data for unweathered and weathered weatheríng-steel category C details. (L2., ]-5, and unpublÍshed data frorn Blake).
These figures present tlata from specínens that have
been weathered for up to 1l years. The conbined
data indicate that vreathering had a negligible effect on the fatigue behavior of category C tl4)e
details. llore importantly, a1l the specinens exhibited better fatigue lives than those that correspond to the AASHTO category C fatigue-design curve.
Figure 16 (12) presents fatígue data for unweathered and weatherecl weathering-steel category D details. The data inclicate that the fatigue behavior
Õf weâthered ancl unweathered specimens are identical, and that the AÀSHTO category D fatigue-design
curve predicts their behavior conservatively.
No data are available for weathered category E
type specinens; however, based on the preceding
observatíon, !'¡eathering shoul¿l not have any adversê
effect on their fatigue behavior.
Based on all availabLe data for the fatigue behavior of weathered weathering-stee1 cornponents and
on the cliscussion in the prececling sections, it can
be concluded that the current AAS¡iTO fatigue-design
curves are equally applicable to predict the fatigue
behavíor of weathered as well as unvreathered briclgesteel components.
sull$tÀRY

The data and discussion presented in this paper
indicate that surface roughness of steels causecl by
weathering corresponds to localized stress (strain)
raisers on the surface that may decrease the fatigue
life of weathered components. Consequently, Èhe
effèct of weatheríng on fatigue life is more pronounced for câtegory A details of the AASHTO fatigue-ilesign provislons. Nevertheless, because the
rnost severe surface inperfections that correspond to
the various AASHTO fatigue-design categories are
morê severe than those generated by weathering, the
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IO

current AASHTO fatigue-design curves should be
equally applicable to predict the fatigue behavior
of v¡eathered as well as unweathered structural-steel
cornponents.
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Fatigue Strength of Weathered and Deteriorated Riveted
Members
JOHANNES M.M. OUT, JOHN W. FISHER? and BEN T. YEN

ÀBSIRACr

A study has been performed on the fatigue
resistance of corroded and deteriorated
riveteil ¡ne¡nbers. The need for this study
arose from the concern with the large number
of riveted structures functioning today that
have various degrees of corrosion and potential fatigue dånage. The validity of AASHTO
and A¡nerican Railway Engineering Association
category D that is generally used for rivetêd

connections is uncertain, particularly near
the fatigue 1imit. A series of fatigue
tests was carried out on 80-year-old steel

bridge stringers with a riveted built-up

cross section. The stringers erere significantly corroded along the cornpression flange
and 1ocaI1y at the tension flange. The
stress rânges that were applied vrere
selecÈed between the fatigue timits of clesign categories C and D. The corroded region of the tensíon fIånge proved to be the
nost severe conclition, varying between categories C and E. The category D fatigue
linit appears to be applicable to the rivet
detail studied. The reduction of the compression flanges had no effect on the perfornance of the netnber. A strong frictional
bond between section components was found to
have a beneficial effect on fatigue life.
A

